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Abstract 
A neural network model of visual motion perception and speed discrimination is de-
veloped to simulate data concerning the conditions under which components of moving 
stimuli cohere or not into a global direction of motion, as in barberpole and plaid patterns 
(both Type 1 and Type 2). The model also simulates how the perceived speed of lines 
moving in a prescribed direction depends upon their orientation, length, duration, and con-
trast. Motion direction and speed both emerge as part of an interactive motion grouping 
or segmentation process. The model proposes a solution to the global aperture problem by 
showing how information from feature tracking points, namely locations from which unam-
biguous motion directions can be computed, can propagate to ambiguous motion direction 
points, and capture the motion signals there. The model does this without computing in-
tersections of constraints or parallel Fourier and non-Fourier pathways. Instead, the model 
uses orientationally-unselective cell responses to activate directionally-tuned transient cells. 
These transient cells, in turn, activate spatially short-range filters and competitive mech-
anisms over multiple spatial scales to generate speed-tuned and directionally-tuned cells. 
Spatially long-range filters and top-down feedback from grouping cells are then used to 
track motion of featural points and to select and propagate correct motion directions to 
ambiguous motion points. Top-down grouping can also prime the system to attend a par-
ticular motion direction. The model hereby links low-level automatic motion processing 
with attention-based motion processing. Homologs of model mechanisms have been used 
in models of other brain systems to simulate data about visual grouping, figure-ground 
separation, and speech perception. Earlier versions of the model have simulated data 
about short-range and long-range apparent motion, second-order motion, and the effects 
of parvocellular and magnocellular LG.!'\ lesions on motion perception. 
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1 Introduction: Global Capture of a Moving Object's Direction 
and Speed 
·when an object moves, aperture ambiguity and image or detectOr noise often prevent all 
but a small subset of its image features, such as its bounding contours, from generating 
unambiguous motion direction cues. Despite this fact, object percepts often seem to pop-
out with a well-defined motion direction and speed. The present article develops a neural 
model of how this feat is accomplished by the brain. 
Figure 1 
Five general design principles motivate the model's development. The first is that 
unambiguous feature tracking signals capture and transform ambiguous motion signals into 
coherent representations of object direction. Two classical examples of feature tracking 
are shown in Figure L A second principle is that object direction and speed are both 
emergent properties of this process. 
These comiderations lead to the model's central design problem: \Vhat type of feature 
tracking processes can select unambiguous direction and accurate speed signals from am-
biguous motion signals? For example, consider the horizontal motion of both a vertical and 
a tilted line that move at the same speed. Suppose that the unambiguous feature tracking 
points at the line end:; capture the ambiguous motion signals near the line middle. The 
preferred ambiguous motion direction and speed are normal to the line's orientation. For 
a vertical line. the speed of the feature tracking signals at the line ends equals that of the 
preferred ambiguous speed near the line middle. For a tilted line, the preferred ambiguous 
speed is less than that of the feature tracking speed. If the speed of the line is jucl,sed 
using a weighted average of feature signals and ambiguous signals, then the tilted line 
will be perceived to move slower than the vertical line, as found by Castet et al. (1993); 
see Figure 2d. These data also show that ambiguous speeds have a greater effect as line 
length increases when the line is briefly viewed. Feature tracking signals at the line ends 
thus propagate inwards along the line to capture ambi;~uous motion speeds and directions. 
Since capture takes longer to complete when lines are longer, ambig;uous motion signals 
have a larger effect on longer lines. 
Figure 2 
Our model simulates data of Castet et al. ( 1993). It also simulates how the barberpolc 
illusion (vVallach, 1976) is produced, how it is affected by configurational changes, and how 
plaid patterns move both coherently and incoherently. In particular, the model provides 
explanations of when moving plaid patterns cohere or do not (Adelson and Movshon, 1982: 
Eim and \Vilson, 1993: Lindsey and Todd, 1995 ), how contrast affects their perceived speed 
and direction (Stone, Watson and i\Iulligan, 1990), and why movement of Type 2 patterns 
differs from those of Type 1 patterns (Ferrera and Wilson, 1990, 1991; '{o and Wilson, 
199:2 ). Downs ( 1906) has provided experimental evidence against the Yo and Wilson ( 1992) 
hypothesis that Type II plaids move in the vector sum direction because of temporal delay 
between Fourier and non-Fourier information, and argues in favor of a feature tracking 
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explanation. 
These simulations build upon earlier ones that employ a subset of model mechanisms 
that do not include its motion capture process (Chey et al., 1994). The earlier model 
incorporates a third design principle: perceived motion direction and speed are a collective 
property of multiple populations of cells with different receptive field sizes, or scales. This 
multiscale network models the short-range motion process of Braddick (1914), including 
the fact that the short-range motion limit Dmaz depends on the spatial frequency content 
of the image (Anderson and Burr, 1981; Burr et 1Ll., 1986; Nakayama and Silverman, 
1984, 1985; Petersik ci al., 1983). In the model, larger scales preferentially process higher 
speeds. A key problem in designing this multiscale short-range motion filter is to keep 
the largest scale from winning at all motion speeds, because it has a larger receptive 
field that can attain a higher activation level. Once this problem is solved, the model 
simulates how visual speed perception, discrimination, and reaction time are affected by 
stimulus contrast, duration, dot density, and spatial frequency (Brown and Sekuler, 1980: 
Castel et al., 1993; de Bruyn and Orban, 1988; Diener et al., 1916: Ferrera and Wilson, 
19!)0: ivlaunsell and van Essen, 1983; Mashour, 1964; Orban ct al., 1984, 1986: Stone and 
Thompson, 1992: Thompson, 1982; Tynan and Sekuler, 1982; Watamaniuk et al., 1993). 
A fourth design principle concerns how nearby contours of different orientation and 
contrast polarity that are moving in the same direction cooperate to generate a pooled 
motion direction signal. This process is modeled by a long-range motion filter that has 
been used to simulate data about long-range apparent motion (Eolers, 1912), including 
beta. gamma, delta, reverse, split, Ternus, and reverse-contrast Ternus motion and Eorte's 
laws (Franeis and Grossberg, 1996a; Grossber,g and Rudel, 1989, 1992). 
A fifth design principle concerns motion capture. The key problem here is how to 
capture the correct motion direction without distorting its speed estimate. Surprisingly, 
motion capture can be achieved by a long-range grouping network that also allows attention 
to prime a desired motion direction. In other words, motion capture, which seems to be 
an autornatic and preattentive process, is carried out by the same circuit that permits 
top-clown attention to selectively focus on a desired direction (Groner et al., 1986; Sekuler 
and Ball, 1911; Stelmach et al., 19!)4). Cavanagh (1902) has described an attention-based 
motion process, in addition to "low-level" or automatic motion processes, and has shown 
that it provides accurate velocity judgments. The present work models how the attentive 
process and the motion capture process are linked, and thereby explains how the attentive 
process yields accurate velocity judgments. 
This capture-an<l-priming circuit obeys the same rules as attentive priming circuits that 
have been used to model other brain processes, such as early form vision, visual objcer. 
recognition, auditory streaming, and speech perception (Grossberg, 1995). The line motion 
illusion (Hikosaka et al., 1993a, 1993b ), motion induction (Faubert and von Griinau, 1992, 
1995: von Griinau and Faubert, 1994) and transformational apparent motion (Tse et nL 
1995, 1996) have also been simulated using these model motion rnechanisms as they interact 
with visual forms (Baloch and Grossberg, 1996a, 199Gb). 
l..'nlike models of Yo and \Nilson (1992) or Castet et al. (1993), the present model does 
not postulate the existence of distinct channels for processing Fourier and non-Fourier sig-
nals, or for processing feature tracking and locally ambiguous motion signals. Instead, a 
single hierarchically organized processing stream reacts appropriately to both feature track-
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ing and ambiguous motion signals in a context-sensitive fashion. This processing stream is 
incorporated into larger multistream model systems to explain data about form-motion in-
teractions and visual search (Baloch and Grossberg, 199Gb; Francis and Grossberg, 1996a; 
Grossberg, 1991, 1994; Grossberg, Mingolla, and Ross, 1994). Multiple streams are not, 
however, needed to explain the data that are considered here. The stages that are needed 
will first be functionally motivated before technical details are addressed. 
2 Short-Range and Long-Range Motion Processing 
Several types of data suggest that both spatially short-range and long-range mechanisms 
are involved in motion processing. One classical source are data about short-range and 
long-range apparent motion. Short-range apparent motion typically operates over distances 
under 15 minutes of visual angle and at inter-stimulus intervals under lOOms (Braddick, 
1914, 1980). Long-range apparent motion operates over distances up to several degrees, 
and over inter-stimulus intervals up to 500ms (Kolers, 1912). Following the proposal of 
Grossberg and Rndcl (1989, 1992), the present model further develops the hypothesis that 
both short-range and long-range motion are mediated by a hierarchically organized process 
\Vi thin a single processing strea.rn. 
Various other percepts than apparent motion also suggest that. initial localized motion 
measurements are followed by a long-range motion pooling stage. Plaid patterns (Adel-
son and I\lonhon, 1982), typically consist of two overlapping sinusoidally or square-wave 
modulated luminance gratings. Such a pattern has two possible visual interpretations: as 
a pair of independently moving components or a single coherently moving plaid. Evidence 
for a motion pooling process underlying coherent plaid motion has been obtained through 
experiments showing that the direction of motion of the individual components and the 
plaid as a whole respond differently to stimulus parameter changes. For example, Adelson 
and Movshon (1982) showed that contrast thresholds for the detection of plaid components 
alone were lower than c:ontrast thresholds for the detection of coherently moving plaids. 
Ferrera and 1.Vilson (1987) showed elevations in detection thresholds for plaid pattern-
s following masking by plaids with different component angles, suggesting that masking 
reduced the response of mechanisms tuned to the plaid motion direction but not to the 
compom:nt directions. Movshon ei al. (1985) identified motion-sensitive cells in visual area 
MT that were either tuned to the direction of individual components or to the direction 
of the plaid. 
3 How is Ambiguous Motion Resolved? 
Given that a long-range motion stage operates on the outputs of short-range motion de-
tectors, how are the two stages combined to generate a global motion signal for a moving 
form? Adelson and I\Iovshon (1982) suggested that plaid motion is determined by the 
intersection of constmini lines of each component. The intersection-of-constraints (IOC) 
solution does not. however, always correctly describe motion data. Ferrera and ~Wilson 
(1990, 1991) constructed several exceptions to the IOC solution using Type 2 plaids for 
which the motion vector given by the roc lies outside of the arc formed by the motion 
vectors perpendicular to the two components (Figure 3a). Such plaids more rig;orously test 
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the IOC solution than do Type 1 plaids, whose IOC solution direction lies within the two 
component directions. Ferrera and Wilson showed that, in certain situations, the motion of 
Type 2 plaids is biased tO\ntrds directions normal to the component orientations and that 
their perceived speed is slower than predicted by the rOC. Rubin and Hochstein (1993) 
showed that when viewing moving lines through an aperture, observers misjudged direc-
tion away from the roc solution and towards the vector sum of directions perpendicular 
to the component orientations. 
Figure 3 
Perceived Type 1 plaid directions can also deviate from the IOC solution. Stone et al. 
(1990) showed that when the two components are of unequal contrast, the plaid direction is 
biased towards the direction normal to the component with higher contrast. They modified 
the roc rule to account for this bias by using an additional processing stage which makes a 
speed estimate that depends on component contrast. Stone and Thompson (199:2) showed, 
that the speed of high contrast gratings is perceived as faster than those of lower contrast. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a higher contrast. component will have a faster 
perceived speed, biasing the roc calculated direction towards that component's motion 
vector. 
Given that the roc solution cannot easily explain all the data, notably the ob;;erved 
biases in Type :2 plaid motion, what alternatives are there? Plaid direction could be 
calculated as the vector sum of component directions; that is, as the sum of motion vectors 
orthogonal to the orientation of the components. However, vector summation is also 
insufficient. For example, the perceivecl motion direction of Type :2 plaids tends towards 
the roc direction after a suitable duration (see below). 
An alternative explanation of perceived plaid motion can given in terms of feature 
tracking. In plaid displays, the intersections of the component gratings arc trackable fea-
tures that. provide unambiguous motion information that is the same as the IOC specified 
motion. Such a feature tracking explanation is, however, hard to distinguish from the roc 
explanation since it, by itself it does not explain deviations from rOC-computed directions 
any better than roc. 
The importance of feature tracking points in motion integration has been supported by 
studies showing that feature signals can be difFerentiated from ambiguous motion signals 
by their different responses to changes in stimulus parameters. For example, Lorenceau 
et al. (1993) measured discrimination performance in the perception of translating lines 
of different orientations, contrasts and lengths. Discrimination worsened at low contrast, 
long length and short duration. They postulated higher contrast thresholds and longer 
integration times for the mechanisms that respond to feature signals. Similarly, Yo and 
vVilson (199:2) showed that the bias in perceived motion direction of Type 2 patterns 
towards the vector sum of the component directions was reduced over time, which they 
interpreted as suggesting longer integration times for the feature motion detectors. 
:\lingolla et al. ( 1902) studiecl the integration of directional information using a display 
with small apertures, each of which contained a single moving bar. By varying bar length, 
they controlled whether feature information was present in each aperture. Bars whose end 
points were visible had correctly perceived motions; otherwise motion was ambiguous, as 
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in the classic aperture problem. Mingolla et al. (1992) found that features substantially 
affected the perceived direction of motion. These results suggest that feature information 
is critical in plaid perception and that roc constraints are not calculated from ambiguous 
motion signals without feature motion information. 
The results of r-Iingolla et al. (1992) and Castet et al. (1993) suggest that perceived 
directions combine direction signals normal to component orientations and feature track-
ing signals. Although these results show that feature information can overrule ambiguous 
motion signals, In addition, the perceived motions of Type 2 plaids show that feature sig-
nals do not always completely dominate ambiguous motion signals. In addition, Lorenceau 
and Shiffrar (1992) shmvecl that motion information is not integrated easily when features 
signaled different motion directions in each aperture, but is integrated when only ambigu-
ous motion signals filled the apertures. Thus the two sorts of motion signals appear to be 
averaged, with feature signals given more importance than ambiguous signals. 
4 Motion Coherence and Incoherence 
In certain situations, the visual system does not combine motion signals across space, 
as when plaid components do not cohc:re. Adebon and Movshon (1982) proposed that 
coherence is determined by the relative spatial frequencies of the cornponents. Eim and 
\-Vilson ( 1993) argued that the difFerence in orientation or direction of motion of two 
gratings cletennines their coherence-::) with gra.tings having closer orientations rnore likely to 
cohere. \-Villiams and Seknler ( 198-1) earlier showed that coherent motion can be observed 
in fields of clots moving in a range of directions if that range is sufficiently small. Stoner 
et al. (1990) emphasized relative depth cues derived from the luminance values where the 
gratings intersected. In their experiments, if the lurninances signaled that the gratings 
were transparent, then they tendecl not to cohere. Other static depth cues also affect the 
probability of grating coherence (Trucswell and Hayhoe, 1993). 
Grating coherence can thus depend on many cues. Although deptlr cues are not includecl 
here, Grossberg (1994a, 1991) has modeled how depthful surfaces, including; tnmsparen-
t surfaces, may separate occluding and occluded forms. Baloclr and Grossberg (199Ga, 
199Gb) and Francis and Grossberg (1996a) have modeled how these forms may modulate 
motion percepts. These form-motion interactions, are not invoked here. Instead, we simu-
late data wherein the relative orientcttions of components determines perceived coherence. 
5 Model Overview: Short-Range Spatial Processing 
The model stages are functionally motivated in this section and the next. 
Fio·ure 4 0 
5.1 Multiscale Short-Range Spatial Filter 
Figure 4 summarizes the moclel"s five main processing stages. Figure 5 plots how the 
first three stages respond to one-dimensional inputs as a function of their speed ( Chey 
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et al., 1994). First, transient cells react to changes in visual inputs. Cells sensitive to 
image transients occur at several stages of brain motion processing, including the y cells 
of the retina. (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966; Hochstein and Shapley, 1976a, 1976b ). 
The hypothesis that transient cells input to the motion system is consistent with data 
showing that lesions of magnocellular LGN players greatly disrupt motion processing but 
lesions of the parvocellular layers do not (Logothetis et al., 1990). The transient cells input 
to a spatially short-range multi-scale filter that models the short-range motion process of 
Braddick (1974, 1980). Each curve of Figure 5 (Level 2) plots the maximum activity of one 
filter size as a function of input speed. The largest scale wins at every speed because each 
filter responds as soon as it receives any input. To achieve a more selective response, larger 
scales should require more input in order to fire. This problem is corrected as follows. 
First, each filter is given a positive output threshold that increases with filter size; 
that is, output threshold is self-similar across scale. Self-similar thresholds have also been 
used to model multiscale groupings of visual (Grossberg, 1987) and speech (Cohen and 
Grossberg, 1986) signals. They seem to be a rather general principle of neural design. 
Figure 5 (Level 2, thresholded output) shows the maximal thresholded output of each 
scale as <t function of input speed. Now each scale wins within a different speed range that 
increases with scale size. 
These monotonically increasing curves are not., however, well enough separated to form 
usable tuning curves. Competition (across position within each scale, and across scale at 
each position) achieves this goal, see Figure 5 (Level 3). A weighted average of the outputs 
of these tuning curves was used in Chey st al. (1994) to simulate data about how speed 
perception, discrimination, and reaction time are affected by stimulus contrast, duration, 
dot density, and spatial frequency. 
In summary, the first few stages of the model use transient cells that feed a multiscale 
short-range motion filter whose larger scales selectively process higher speeds due to the 
combined action of self-similar thresholcb (at the low end of their tuning curves) and 
competition (at the high end). 
5.2 From Undirectional to Directional Processing 
In the simulation of Figure 5, the moving target was one-dimensional. In the full two-
dimensional model that is developed here, a central problem is how to convert undirectional 
transient cells responses into directionally-sensitive responses. An early stage in this trans-
formation uses an inhibitory veto mechanism (Emerson and Gerstein, 1977: Ganz, 1984: 
Goodwin et al., HeggeluncL 1984). Barlow and Levick (1965) first showed that inhibition 
led to clireetionally selective gan;~lion cells in the rabbit retina. These inhibitory connec-
tions veto responses in nearby cells, using a logical NOT operation. Gamma-amino butyric 
acid (GABA) mediates inhibition in directional rabbit retina cells, and GABA antagonists 
eliminate directional selectivity (Ariel and Daw, 1982 ). These ganglion cells respond to s-
ingle light flashes wi t:h much the same threshold as paired flashes presented in the direction 
that was not wtoed by inhibition. 
Evidence for inhibitory processes in directional selectivity has also been found in cat 
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cortex. Rubel and Wiesel (1959, 196:2) suggested that directional selectivity of simple 
cells could be explained by summing responses at adjacent 0::\ and OFF regions of the 
cell. Moreover, 00 and OFF retinal ganglion cells (Kuffler, 1953) converge at cortical 
simple cells (Schiller, 1982). However, later studies rejected this hypothesis (Emerson 
and Gerstein, 1977; Ganz, 1984; Goodwin et al., 1975; Heggelund, 1984). For example, 
Goodwin et al. (1973) studied simple cells in cat striate cortex which showed 00 and 
OFF receptive field regions for both stationary flashed stimuli and moving edges. The 
majority of the cells' directional selectivity did not correlate with the spatial arrangement 
of their receptive fields and was independent of the width of the moving bar used as a 
stimulus, invalidating the spatial summation hypothesis. Like Barlow and Levick (1965 ), 
they conc:luded that inhibition in the non-preferred direction was primarily responsible for 
directional selectivity. 
Both Barlow and Levick (1965) and Goodwin et al. (1975) found directional selectiv-
ity within small sub-units of observed cell receptive field:;. For example, Goodwin et al. 
reported that one cell was divided into 2:2 subunits, each of which demonstrated the same 
directional seleetivity of the cell as a whole. In fact, Goodwin et al. were unable to find 
non directionally-selective subregions within the receptive field clown to a displacement 
thresholci of 1 minute of arc. In summary, early directional selectivity appears to be based 
on inhibitory veto processes, which operate at a small scale compared to receptive field 
sizes of directionally selectiw cells in either rabbit retina or cat cortical cells. 
At what processing stage docs such a directional veto mechanism operate? Consistent 
with the above data, we suggest that it occurs as part of transient ceil processing, prior to 
the short-range filter. This hypothesis minimizes the sensitivity of the veto mechanism to 
stimulus form. Since the vetoing signal is spatially offset from the cell that it is vetoing. a 
ceil can be erroneously activated (not vetoed) if it occurs at line ends or corners when the 
veto mechanisms lies beyond the end of the stimulus. Such problems are reduced if vetoing 
occurs before short--range filtering. since the impact of a small number of false directional 
signals is reduced by subsequent spatial averaging. 
As noted below, the veto mechanism is designed so that directional transient cells 
respond just as well at fast speeds as at slow speeds. Responses of directional transient 
cells to a tilted line moving to the right are shown in Figure 6a. These responses are 
ambiguous with respect to the direction of motion of the line. They only constrain it 
within 180 degrees. The aperture problem is clearly visible here and there is, as yet, no 
representation of stimulus speed. 
Figure 6 
5.3 Short-Range Filter and Feature Tracking 
Figure 6a shows that the very short spatial range over which vetoing operates is insufficient 
to generate a reliable feature tracking signal. Vetoing eliminates the wrong direction, but 
it does not boost processing; in the right direction. Such a boost is needed because a 
small set of feature tracking signals needs to overwhelm the effects of a much larger set of 
ambiguous signals (Figure 1). The short-range filter is assumed to be spatially anisotropic 
to accumulate evidence that a feature is moving in a given direction and thereby boost its 
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feature tracking signals. 
Figure 6b and 6c show how the anisotropic short-range filter and its self-similar thresh-
old transform the directional transient cell outputs of Figure 6a in response to a tilted line 
moving to the right. The threshold eel outputs of the horizontally oriented filters at the line 
ends respond best, and only to the correct direction of motion at these feature tracking 
points. All other posi t.ions still experience the aperture problem. 
5.4 Competition 
As in the one-dimensional model, competrtwn converts cell responses into true tuning 
curves. Intrascale competition again occurs across space within each scale. It does so 
only in the direction of its short-range filter, cross-directional inhibition could severely 
impair speed estimates. Interscale competition again occurs at each position within each 
direction. These competitive interactions do not, however, sufficiently boost the amplitude 
of feature tracking signals relative to ambiguous signals. 
\Vhat is needed is a form of competition that enhances the activities of directional cells 
that have few directional competitors at a given position, attenuates activities of directional 
cells with many directional competitors, and does not disrupt speed estimates. A divisive, 
or shunting, competition across direction and scale accomplishes this by computing the 
ratio of competing activities (Grossberg, 1980, 1983). Competition occurs across direction 
and scale because many speeds are represented. and thus scales activated. at each ambigu-
cms point (Figure 1). Directional competition also increases with the clirecr.ional difference. 
Its net effects are two-fold: l·nambiguous feature tracking signals are boosted relative to 
ambiguous signals, and ambiguous signals are biased towards a direction of motion that is 
perpendicular to a line's orientation. 
6 Model Overview: Long-Range Spatial Processing 
6.1 Long-Range Filter 
The long-range motion filter pools signals from multiple orientations and contrast polar-
ities in a prescribed direction of motion (Grossberg and Rudel, 1992). h is the model 
processing stage that generates cells which are truly directionally selective, and is pro-
posed to oeeur in cortical area iVIT where similar cells occur (Albright ct al., 1984; Allman 
et al., 1985; Maunsell and van Essen, 1983a; Newsome et al., 1983; Zeki, 1974). This 
processing stage also pools signals from both eyes, as do MT cells (Bradley et al., 1995; 
Maunsell and van Essen, 1983b ), and explains how long-range apparent motion occurs 
with clichoptically presented stimuli (Gengcrelli, 1948: Spigel, 1968). Long-range spatial 
averaging further boosts the relative advantage of feature tracking signals, especially at 
object corners (Figure 7). It also reduces directional and speed biases clue to incomplete 
activation of the inhibitory kernels of the intrascale competition, while preserving speed 
estimates elsewhere. 
Figure 7. 
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6.2 Long-Range Directional Grouping and Attentional Priming 
The grouping network enables the small set of stronger feature tracking signals to select 
consistent directional and speed signals form the large set of weaker ambiguous motion 
signals. The grouping cells interact via feedback with the long-range filter cells (Figure 1 ). 
In this way, the small advantage of feature tracking signals in a given spatial region can be 
amplified at the grouping cells and feel back to the long-range filter cells, where consistent 
directional and speed signals are selected and inconsistent ones suppressed. This selection 
process expands the region of consistent signals. Another pass through the feedback loop 
expands it further, and so on. 
A feedback system requires more processing time than a feedforward system. Various 
data show that motion capture does take time. These include data of Castet et al. (1993) 
on the effects of a tilted line's length on its perceived speed (Figure 2), and data of Ferrera 
and Wilson (1990), simulated below, about how the perceived motion directions of Type 2 
plaids change towards the feature motion direction over 60-150 msec. Wilson et al. ( 1992) 
interpreted this effect as evidence for a longer integration time in a pathway specialized for 
processing feature tracking signals. Data of Bowns (1996) contradict this interpretation. 
The present model proposes that this amount of time naturally arises within a single 
processing stream as a result of long-range grouping and feedback. 
The feedback mechanism is implemented through a layer of long-mnge directional 
grouping cells (Figure 8). Such cells receive excitatory input 0\-er a wide spatial extent 
from all scales of long-range f1lter cells with similar directional preferences. Thus grouping 
cells pool over both space and direction. Such cooperative influences have been described 
in experiments containing elements moving in a range of difFerent directions (vVilliams 
and Sekuler, 1984). A winning direction is then selected by mutual competition between 
grouping cells tuned to different directions. 
Inhibit;ory feedback from the winning grouping cells is delivered to all long-range filter 
cells that are tuned to different directions. Through this suppression, grouping cells choose 
a clireetion, but not a speed. The speed choice is implicit in the direction choice, being 
whatever speed is represented by the surviving long-range filter cells. The original speed 
estimates of the winning direction are unaffected by this operation. 
The grouping feedback can be implemented in at least two ways. One way distributes 
inhibition to all long-range filter cells that are tuned to other directions. In the other way, 
inhibitory feedback uonspec:ili.cally inhibits all directions, but is supplemented by specific 
excitatory feedback from grouping cells to long-range filter cells of the same direction 
(Figure 11). The specific excitation balances the nonspecific inhibition at that direction. 
The net effect is again off-surround inhibition. Here, though, there is no need to selectively 
grow inhibitory connections to all other directions. All inhibitory feeLlback is nonspecific 
and all excitatory feedback specifi.e and reciprocal. This network realizes a matching rule 
that is familiar in Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1981: 
Grossberg, 1995 ). By the ART matching rule, top-down matching signals (here from 
grouping to filter cells) can prime a given direction while inhibiting all other directions. 
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During matching of bottom-up and top-down signals, only bottom-up signals that are 
confirmed by excitatory top-down prime can survive the inhibition. All other signals, here 
all other directions, are inhibited. This process of top-clown priming realizes a type of 
attention. Higher cognitive processes can use this priming mechanism to track objects 
that are moving in attended directions. 
The directional grouping circuit is proposed to occur in the ventral part of MST, which 
has large directionally tuned receptive fields that are specialized for detecting moving 
objects (Tanaka et al., 1983). In this interpretation, MST v can attentionally modulate 
MT, which is proposed to include long-range filter cells. Consistent with this proposal, 
Treue and Maunsell (1996) have shown that attention can modulate motion processing in 
cortical areas MT and MST in behaving macaque monkeys. O'Craven et al. (1996) have 
shown using f.VIRI that attention can modulate the MT jMST complex in humans. This 
interpretation predicts that f..IST, cells make a directional choice whose feedback to MT 
overcomes aperture ambiguities and selects an object's true direction of motion. 
7 Data Simulations 
The model is used to simulate increasingly complex properties of psychophy:;ical data, 
namely: how feature tracking and ambiguous signals are combined, how feature tracking 
signals interact wir.h each other, and how feature tracking and ambiguous signals may not 
combine. 
7.1 Line Motion 
Castet et al. (199:3) had observers compare the speed of tilted lines to that of a vertical 
comparison line undergoing horizontal movement. They varied both the orientation and 
length of the lines. Their data show two major effects (see Figure 2a). First, the perceived 
speecb of tilted lines arc slower and the degree of speed bias increases with line tilt from 
vertical. Second, the magnitude of this bias increases with line length. Our simulations 
show how unambiguous feature tracking signals and ambiguous motion signals from line 
interiors are combined. In each simulation, a line length and orientation were chosen and 
the motion of the line with those characteristics was simulated. Speed data were collected 
at. a fixed time after the simulated motion starts. A ratio was computed between the 
spatially averaged speed signal obtained from the simulation and that obtained from a 
simulation with a vertical line of the same length and speed. These ratios measure the 
perceived relative speed of each line to the vertically oriented line. Figure 2b shows these 
ratios for three orientations and three line lengths. 
Figure 9 
In Castet et al. (1903), each line was displayed for only a short duration (167ms). 
The length of this presentation is compatible with the hypothesis that feature tracking 
infornutt.ion has not yet fully propagated along the line and that speed biases are due to 
resiclual ambiguous motion signals present along the line length. This hypothesis suggests 
that the biases are clue to incomplete processing and are therefore transient. 
Figures 9 shows the evolution owr time of long-range filter cell activities during motion 
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of a line tilted at 46 degrees from vertical. As the line moves, grouping cells become 
active and propagate the feature tracking signals along the line. Although the interior line 
signals originally indicate lower speeds perpendicular to the line's orientation, over time, 
the perceived direction and speed at each point becomes consistent along the whole line 
length. Figure 10 plots how perceived direction and speed change gradually over time. 
Figure 10 
7.2 Barberpole Motion 
When a moving oriented line is viewed through a circular aperture. its motion is ambigu-
ous. However, when a line is viewed through a rectangular aperture, the classic barherpole 
illusion is produced, whereby the line is perceived to move with the direction of the aper-
ture's long axis (Wallach, 1916). This suggests that. the visual system utilizes the feature 
tracking signals derived from the line endings at. the edge of the aperture to determine line 
direction. See Hildreth ( 198-l) and Nakayama and Silverman ( 1988) for supportive data. 
Linder certain conditions, the barberpole display can simultaneously support at least 
two distinet perceived motion directions: motion coincident with the long axis of the 
aperture and motion orthogonal to the line. For example, in a horizontal aperture with a 
diagonally oriented moving line, the line appears to move diagonally in the corner regions 
and horizontally in the central region (Figure 1b). This percept is most prevalent when 
one line is in the aperture at any time . .\lult:iple moving lines tend to lock the percept into 
motion along the length of the aperture. 
There are at least two possible explanations for the perceived diagonal motion in the 
corner of the barberpole display: The diagonal motion could be an average of the horizontal 
and vertical feature signals at each end of the line. Alternatively, the competing feature 
signals could cancel each other out, leaving ambiguous motion signals in the direc:r.ion 
normal to line orientation. 
One way to distin,r;uish between these explanations is to alter the orientation of the 
line. According to the first explanation, this should result in at most a small shift towards 
the direction normal to the new orientation. According to the second explanation, such a 
change in orientation should also have little effect until it becomes large enough to favor 
one of the feature directions. Then the motion may he entirely captured by that direction. 
Informal observations suggest that the second explanation is correct: The percept is usually 
in the direction of the aperture edge whose orientation is most nearly perpendicular to the 
line. This result suggests that diagonal motion in the corner of barberpole displays results 
from inconclusive competition between different feature motion signals, in the sense that 
no feature gains dominance and propagates to across the moving line. 
The difficulty of integrating feature signals in different directions of motion was also 
demonstrated by Lorenccau and Shitl"rar (199:2), who studied the integration of motion 
information between multiple apertures that, revealed a portion of a translating diamond. 
The terminator motions from the different: apertures could indicate different directions of 
motion, although the diamond moved rigidly as a whole. Observers had difficulty per-
ceiving rigid diamond motion, suggesting that feature information could not he integrated 
across the apertures. Integration became more likely after stimulus manipulations reduced 
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the influence of terminator motions, such as adding jagged aperture edges, or using low 
contrast terminators relative to contour contrast. 
Interference between multiple feature tracking signals is attributed in the model to 
grouping cell kernels that are sufficiently large to overlap several feature tracking signals. 
When small grouping cell kernels are used, there will be some locations near the line end 
that cohere with just the nearest feature tracking signal. 
Figure 11 illustrates time slices of motion signals from a simulation of a moving line 
behind a rectangular aperture. Figure 12 shows how a small ( 5 degree) change in line 
orientation causes more rapid convergence to the feature direction closest to the vector 
perpendicular to the line's orientation. The larger the bias provided by the line orientation, 
the more rapidly this effect is felt, until the extreme case is reached where the line moves 
perpendicularly to an aperture edge. 
Figure 11 
Another way for one feature tracking direction to win in a corner region is to prime 
the grouping cells to a particular motion direction, and to influence the long-range filter 
cells via feedback. This situation can occur when multiple lines move behind the aperture. 
Initially, the motion of the line is ambiguous, but over time a winning direction emerges 
at the grouping cell level. If a second line enters the aperture before residual grouping cell 
activity cleeays, the previous winning direction can continue to win the competition. This 
priming effect suggest;; why corner diagonal movements are not observed when multiple 
lines occur in a barberpole display. 
Figure 1:2 
7.3 Plaid Motion 
Kim and vVilson ( 1003) argued that relative line orientation is the prime determining; 
factor in determining plaid coherence. There is, however, still much dispute regarding the 
importance of other stimulus parameters and the probabilities of observing coherent motion 
(Lindsey and Todd, 1905: Stoner et al., 1990; Stoner and Albright, 1992: Trueswell and 
Hayhoe, 1993). Part of this dispute is clue to the many stimulus configurations employed 
in plaid motion designs. 
IZim and Wilson (1993) reported that coherent motion is almost always observed for 
component orientations within 43 degrees of the plaid direction and almost never for larger 
orientational differences. These data were collected using sine-wave gratings of different 
spatial frequencies. Lindsey and Todd (1995) reported that square wave gratings moved 
coherently at all relative orientations and that it was neeessary to undergo prolonged 
viewing before incoherent motion could be observed at all. Lindsey and Todd also found 
that increasing orientational differences results in an increased probability of observing 
incoherent motion after adaptation. 
The resilience of coherent motion percepts is not surprising when one considers that 
a plaid display contains only consistent feature tracking motion signals at the component 
intersections. The rnoclel assumes that incoherent motion results from failure of feature 
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tracking signals to dominate the grouping cell competition, freeing individual component 
motions to express directions normal to their orientations. unlike the barberpole display, 
incomplete competition cannot arise since there are no conflicting feature tracking signals. 
The only competition comes from the ambiguous signals of the individual components. 
If this is true, then why are 2-D plaid percepts ever observed to move incoherently? 
How can plaid displays exhibit incoherent motion when simple lines of a single orientation 
are always coherent with feature signals derived from their end points. Two elements of the 
model help to explain this. First, the feature tracking signals derived from plaid displays 
differ from those obtained from moving lines with visible end points. The intersection 
points of plaid components, although forming trackable features, may be less salient than 
line ends. For plaids formed from sine-wave gratings, the intersection points form amor-
phous blobs that have no clear edges or other feature points to track. This may explain why 
Kim and Wilson (1993) and others who use sine-wave gratings so often observe incoher-
ent motion. Square-wave plaids have more sharply defined intersection points. vVhen the 
luminance values at the intersections are added, the intersections form moving diamonds 
that are easily tracked. Luminance discontinuities are not necessary to observe coherent 
motion, as when the lurninance of the moving diamond equals that of the components. 
The simulations consider square-wave plaids with uniform luminance values. At each 
intersection of such a display (Figure 13b ). there are four feature points, one at each corner 
of the diamond, that provide trackable features. To track both leading and trailing edges at 
an intersection point, the model uses both 0?\ and OFF cells. 0:\' cell transient responses 
are generated along the leading edge of both contours (Figure 13b), OFF responses along 
the trailing edges (Figure 13c ). 
Grossberg and Rudel (1989, 1992) proposed that the short-range filters process ON and 
OFF transient responses independently and that these channels are combined at the long-
range filter stage. \) ntil now, we have considered only a single set of transient responses 
"·ithout specifying whether they are 0:\', OFF, or a eombination of both. Both chmmeb 
are now used, and arc processed independently until combined at the long-range filter. 
The resulting feature signals are smaller than those derived from line ends, hecause two 
orientations join at a corner. At such a corner, both long-range and short-range filters 
sum over both sides of the contour, resulting in a less specific feature signal. This helps 
to explain why plaid patterns are more likely to move incoherently than lines. Baloch 
et al., (1996) have shown how these 0?\ and OFF mechanisms simulate first-order and 
second-order motion percepts. 
The second major factor controlling plaid incoherence, particularly for the square-wave 
gratings studied by Lindsey and Todd (1995 ), is that the viewer is exposed to the motion 
for a long time. Plaid pattern motion is highly repetitive and can thus fatigue motion 
detectors. Likewise, after prolonged viewing of barberpole displays, percepts can fluctuate 
from one feature direction to the other, also presumably as a result of adaptation to the 
pre,,ailing direction. 
7.3.1 Coherent Plaid Motion 
Ferrera and Wilson (1981) classified plaids into three groups: Type 1 plaid direction lies 
in the arc between the directions normal to the components. Type 2 plaid direction 
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lies outside of this arc (Figure 3). Type 1 patterns are called symmetric or asymmetric, 
depending on whether the angles formed between the components and the direction of 
motion are the same for both components (symmetric) or not (asymmetric). 
Figure 13 
The simplest pattern, Type 1 symmetric, is simulated first. Figure 13 shows the 
stimulus configuration and the ON and OFF transient cell responses along its leading and 
trailing edges. Figure 14 shows long-range filter outputs generated from the combined ON 
and OFF channels. Figure 15a shows coherent plaid motion. The feature motion signals 
derived from the corner points have propagated across the whole plaid pattern, capturing 
motion into a common horizontal direction that corresponds to the motion direction of the 
plaid as a whole. 
Figure 14 
7.3.2 Incoherent Plaid Motion 
Coherent plaid motion occurs when a single direction wins at the grouping cells. Incoherent 
motion occurs when no such winner is established. Under the assumption that adaptation 
to the perceived direction during coherent motion contributes to incoherent motion per-
cepts, incoherent plaid motion can be simulated by reducing feature signal strengths to a 
level where they can no longer win the grouping cell competition. 
Several possible mechanisms could become fatigued during coherent plaid motion. \Ye 
assume that this adaptation occurs at only a single processing stage, the synapses con-
necting the long-range filters to the grouping cells. A homologous type of habituation has 
elsewhere been used to explain data about visual persistence, form-motion interactions, 
and aftereffects (Francis and Grossberg, 190Ga, 199Gb; Francis, Grossberg, and i'vlingol-
la, 1994; Grossberg, 1991). In the present application, after adaptation, each grouping 
cell receives a smaller input signal from the lon1;-range filter cells that have been active. 
During coherent motion, grouping cells suppress the activity of all long-range filters but 
those whose directional preferences match the chosen direction of movement (Figure 8 ). 
Therefore, only these filter cells will become adapted, while all other f-ilters will remain in 
an unadapted state. 
Figure 15b simulates long-range filter activity with the same Type 1 symmetric plaid, 
but with adapted horizontal filter cell responses. Now there is no winner at the grouping 
cell level, so ambiguous long-range filter responses remain intact along the components. 
These component. responses are hypothesized to correspond to incoherent motion. 
Figure 15 
As discussed above, it is difficult to qualitatively model data regarding plaid motion clue 
to the variety of stimulus configurations and viewing conditions used and the variability in 
results obtained under different experimental regimes. However, other things being equal, 
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simulations should show that incoherent motion is correlated with the difference between 
component orientations. Simulations were run in w·hich plaid patterns were tested with 
different levels of long-range filter cell adaptation. These simulations show that greater 
adaptation is required to produce incoherent motion for smaller differences between the 
component orientations (see Figure 16). 
Fio·ure 16 b 
Type 1 Asymmetric plaids exhibit much the same behavior with respect to coherence 
and incoherence as do Type 1 Symmetric plaids. The critical variables are again the rel-
ative difference between the component orientations and the actual direction of motion. 
The model predicts that the relative orientation difference between the components is less 
important than the relative differences between the components and the feature tracking 
direction. Asymmetric plaid patterns could be used to test this hypothesis, since it is pos-
sible to vary these parameters independently. Such manipulations have not been reported 
in the literature. 
7.3.3 Type 2 Plaid Motion 
In Type l plaids. coherence is aided by the fact that the plaid motion direction lies between 
the two component directions. In Type 2 plaicb, this is not the case and this difference 
presumably underlies the fact that biases have been reported in the perceived direction 
of Type :2 plaids, but not Type 1 (Ferrera ancl vliilson, 1990). A key feature of these 
biases is that. their magnitude is duration-dependent (Figure 1/a). Wilson, Ferrera and 
Yo (1992) modelled this bias as the result of a delay in a non-Fourier motion pathway, so 
that initial percepts are based only on the responses of Fourier motion pathways, which 
respond to the component orientations only. An explicit delay was required because model 
output is computed simultaneously with motion integration. Such a postulate of differential 
response time is unnecessary in the present model. Instead, the change in bias derives from 
the integration time needed for the grouping cells to become active and influence the long-
range f-ilter cells. The critical model property is that long-range filter cells become active 
before the feedback grouping mechanism selects a winning direction. During this time, 
model response is based on feedforward motion signals and is biased towards the component 
motion signals. Figure l7b plots the time course of the present model's perceived motion 
direction in response to a simulated Type 2 plaid. 
Figure 17 
Such directional biases have not been reported for Type 1 plaid patterns. They would 
presumably be small due to the similarity between the vector average of component di-
rections and the plaid direction. The rnoclel suggests, however, that there may be an 
additional reason why biases are not reported for Type 1 asymmetric plaids: vVhen group-
ing cells select a winning direction, grouping cell activity eliminates competing directional 
signals, leading to a gradual change in overall perceived direction towards the winning 
grouping cell's preferred direction. For Type 2 plaids, activity along both components 
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converges to the actual plaid direction from the same side. For Type 1 plaids, each com-
ponent converges to the plaid direction from a different side. Although not modelled, it is 
reasonable to assume that component motions lead to a perceived coherent motion only if 
they are sufficiently similar. Thus, it may be that biases are reported in Type 2 motion 
for situations in which Type 1 plaids move incoherently. 
Informal observations suggest that Type 2 plaids tend to move incoherently. Even when 
they move coherently, the blobs at the intersection point of the components are often seg-
mented from the components themselves. However, Eim and vVilson (1993) reported that 
for a wide range of component. directions, ranging from 18.4 to 71.6 degrees away from 
the plaid direction, Type 2 patterns moved coherently when different. spatial frequency 
components were employed. I\:im and ·wilson modeled the propensity for Type 2 plaids 
to cohere by asserting that. the proposed Fourier motion pathway would be inactive for 
components with such widely varying frequencies and thus their coherence would be based 
purely on the overlap of Fourier signals derived from the components. Because the compo-
nent orientations are so similar, coherence in the Kim and vVilson model is almost always 
predicted for Type 2 patterns. However, such coherence is erroneously predicted to result. 
in motion that is the vector sum of the component orientations clue to the non-response 
of the non-Fourier motion pathway. In contrast, the present model predicts that coherent 
motion relies on the presence of a strong feature tracking signals. If such feature tracking 
signals are absent, for whatever reason, then ambiguous rnotion signals do not have a large 
enough magnitude to win competition at the grouping cell level and so no coherence is 
established. 
7.3.4 Contrast Effects on Plaid Motion 
Chey et al. (1904) simulated the observed changes in speed perception in response to 
stimulus contrast (Stone and Thompson, 1992). These results are extended herein to 
include the effects of grouping on contrast-sensitive plaid motion. As discussed above, 
Stone et nl. (1990) used the fact that perceived speed increases with contrast to provide 
an IOC-basecl explanation for the reported biases in plaid motion with unequal contrast 
components. The model provides an alternative account of their clata, as follows. Increases 
in stimulus contrast increase the energy or activation levels of the short-range filters. 
Velocity estimates are determined by the energy produced by the short-range f-ilters. If 
the filters that detect the motion of the higher contrast grating are more highly activated, 
then their velocity estimates will dominate the directional percept, leading to the observed 
biases. 
As was demonstrated for Type 2 patterns above, directional percepts in the model 
converge to the feature tracking direction over time. When symmetric plaid patterns 
are employed, such convergence is not noticeable because the energy contributed by each 
cornponent is balanced by the other. However. when one component has a hi,slrer contrast 
than the other, this is no longer the case, and a temporary bias occurs to one component's 
direction of motion. These biases can explain the data reported in Stone et nl. (1990) 
because, as in the Ferrera and Wilson (1990) study, their data were gathered with short 
duration viewing. Each plaid was viewed for 300ms. but was only at full contrast for 
200ms. The authors did not report results using longer viewing periods, possibly because 
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the biases became less evident or non-existent after prolonged exposure. 
The Stone et al. (1990) data were simulated by changing the input magnitudes used 
for each component grating in plaid input patterns, as was clone Chey et al. (1994) to 
simulate stimulus contrast changes. These input magnitudes were varied in the same way 
as they were in the Stone et al. (1990) experiments: namely, by choosing a base input 
contrast/magnitude and then varying the component contrast ratios while keeping the 
total input contrast/magnitude constant. Figure 18 shows that the simulations provide a 
good qualitative fit to these data. These results used 1.5 simulation time steps, a slightly 
longer duration than was used in the Type 2 simulations. This also reflects the data: 
Ferrera and v'iilson (1990) employed shorter durations than did Stone et al. (1990). 
8 Discussion 
Fi<rure 18 b 
The speed-sensitive motion Boundary Contour System that is further developed herein has, 
by now, been shown to simulate a wide range of beh<wioral and neural data about motion 
perception. The earliest n•rsion of the model was used to simulate data about short-range 
and long-range apparent motion, including data about beta, gamma, delta, reverse, split, 
Ternus and reverse-contrast Tenms motion and Korte's laws (Francis and Grossberg, 1996a: 
Grossberg and Rudel.. 19S9, 1902). It also suggested how long-range apparent. motion 
mechanisms could be usee! to generate continuous attentive tracking signals in response to 
moving targets that are intermittently occluded by intervening objects (Grossberg, 1991, 
1996). 
The model was then adapted in Nogueira et al. (1993) to use only transient cell inputs 
to explain additional data about second-order motion, including the perceived reversal of 
motion direction with distance from the stimulus, and why monkeys with lesions of the 
parvocellular but not magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus are capable 
of detecting the corrr;ct direction of second-order motion (Schiller et al., 1990). Baloch 
et al. (1996) extend these results. These studies did not, however, fully exploit the 
multiple spatial scales of the model. Chey et al. (1994) showed how rnultiscale filtering and 
competition could be used to simulate further data concerning how visual speed perception 
and discrimination are affected by stimulus contrast, duration, clot density, and spatial 
frequency. 
The present refinement of the model builds upon these results and those of Grossberg 
and iVIingolla (1993) to show how the global aperture problem may be solved; namely, 
how long-range filtering and grouping mechanisms can transform the outputs of the speed-
sensitive multiscale filter into <1 coherent representation of object speed and direction. The 
model shows how the motion capture process that carries out this transformation can also 
act like a top-down attentin; mechanism for priming motion directions without disrupting 
speed estimates. The model hereby clarifies how low-level automatic motion detectors and 
attention-modulated motion grouping processes may work together to generate accurate 
velocity judgments (Cavanagh, 1992 ). 
This capture-and··priming circuit is familiar in Adaptive Rrsonance Theory, where it: 
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has been used to simulate data about early VlSlOIL visual object recogmtwn. auditory 
streaming, and speech perception (Carpenter and Grossberg. 1987; Cove et al., 1995; 
Govindarajan et al., 1994; Grossberg, 1995: Grossberg et al. 1994). This connection with 
Adaptive Resonance Theory indicates how key model parameters may self-organize during 
development. i\lore recently, the model has been incorporated into explanations of the line 
motion illusion and motion induction experiments (Baloch and Grossberg, 1996a, 199Gb). 
In all these explanations, similar mechanisms of transient cell detection, short-range fil-
tering, competition, and long-range filtering have been used. Thus the total explanatory 
power of the proposed mechanisms, and the experimental support for them, goes far be-
yond the data simulated herein. 
In order to generate a globally consistent representation of object motion, the Motion 
BCS model takes account of both unambiguous feature tracking signals and ambiguous 
signals that are due to the aperture problem. The model differs in several ways from 
others that have postulated that both feature and non-feature motion signals are involved 
in motion perception (Castet et al., 1993: Kim and Wilson, 1993; Wilson et al., 1992). 
First, the model does not process the two types of signals using different mechanisms. 
Instead, each signal type is processed by the same mechanisms operating at different image 
locations. Obsen·ations that feature tracking signal processil\S has different characteristics 
from ambiguous motion processing (Lorenceau and Shiffrar, 1992: Yo and Wilson, 1992) 
are explained as a result of the long-range process rather than of a separate processing 
channel. 
Feature tracking signals are amplified in the model by anisotropic fi.ltering of transient 
motion signals and competitive processes. Supportive evidence for such mechanisms has 
been described for barberpole type motion by Power and Moulden (1992), who showed 
that aperture widths influenced perceived motion of translating lines. Additional evidence 
for the importance of anisotropic filtering comes from studies indicating that multiple dot 
flashes contribute to apparent motion percepts (Nakayama and Silverman, 1984) and that 
the luminance of. and distance between, clot flashes influences perceived apparent motion 
between those flashes ( Allik, 19!)2). 
The model explains various data by assurninL' that feature tracking motion signals dom--
inate motion percepts and that deviations from feature tracking directions (Castet et al., 
1993; Yo and Wilson, 1992) are the result of incomplete feature signal integration. These 
explanations are compatible with the short durations used in experimental paradigms that 
show perceived directions of motion deviating from the feature motion directions. The 
model is also able to account for data showing that integration processes are affected by 
non-speed parameters, such as stimulus contrast (Stoner et al., 1990) 
The relative durations used in the various simulations are roughly in accord with the 
relative times utilized in the modelled experiments, as seen in Table 1. The Stone et al. 
(1990) experiment is somewhat discordant with the other data. In order to reproduce 
similar magnitude biases, the simulations were run for only 1.5 time units, although this 
experiment utilized longer exposure durations than did the Castet et al. (1993) or Yo and 
\Vilson (1992) experiments. Despite the fact that the model made a number of simplifying 
assumptions for the sake of computational tractability, there are several more probable 
explanations for this discrepancy, including that Stone et al. ( 1990) used slower speed 
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[Study I Stimulus Duration Simulation Time I Simulation Duration II 
Castel et al. ( 1993) 167ms 3 160ms 
Yo and Wilson ( 199:2) 40-160ms 3 160ms 
Stone et al. (1990) 200ms 1.5 SOms 
Table l: Experimental durations and simulation durations for three sets of experiments. 
stimuli (2 degrees/second) than did Yo and \Nilson (8/9.6 degrees per second) and lower 
luminances (100 ccl/sq.m) than did Castet et al. (131 eel/sq. m). Both effeWi could be 
compensated by a somewhat longer presentation time. A systematic parametric study that 
included all the stimuli of the three experiments would be most helpful. For definiteness, 
a simulation time of 3 units was set equal to 160 ms in Table 1, but this conversion factor 
must remain uncertain until more systematic parametric data become available. 
The perceiwd motion of coherently moving plaid patterns has a natural explanation 
using the motion offcature tracking signals. Incoherent plaid motion was attributed to the 
fact that feature signals are too weak to influence nearby ambiguous signals. ivlost reports 
of incoherent plaid motion use sine-wave gratings (e.g., Adelson and Movshon, 1982; Kim 
and vVilson, 1903) whose feature blobs at the intersection points result in less powerful 
feature signals than do the clearly defined diamonds located at the intersection points of 
square-wave gratings, which Lindsey and Todd (1995) have shown to move coherently until 
after a substantial period of adaptation. 
Long-range grouping in the motion BCS model operates using large isotropic input 
kernels. This assumption is a simplification. Processing of more complex image scenes 
requires consideration of more complex input kernels, including inputs from segmenta-
tions performed by the stat.ie form systern. Motion integration is aifected by the form 
relationships ber.ween locations where feature tracking and ambiguous motion signals are 
generated. For example, Shiffrar et al. (1995) have shown that the perceived motion of 
barherpole displays was determined primarily by the motion of the line terminators, even 
in the presence of superimposed moving dots whose movement is also unambiguous. As-
suming that the motion signals generated by the moving clots and line terminators are 
of similar strength. this suggests that the terminators exert a greater influence on the 
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perceived direction of motion of the lines because they are connected to the line, whereas 
the clots are spatially isolated from the lines. Similarly, Nakayama and SilYerman (1988) 
showed that terminators attached to a moving curve were more dominant in determin-
ing perceived rigidity and that the influence of disconnected terminators was dependent 
on their distance from the curve. Baloch and Grossberg (1996a, 199Gb) and Franeis and 
Grossberg (1906a) haYe modeled how such form-motion interactions may occur. 
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Appendix: Network Equations and Parameters 
The network is defined by differential equations that specify the time-varying activity 
or membrane potential of individual neurons or populations of neurons. These cells are 
typically controlled by a membrane or shunting equation (Douglas ei aL 1995; Grossberg, 
198:2; Hodgkin, 1964) which performs leaky integration of its inputs: 
ch d.t = et( -x + (/3- 'tx)E- (S +ex)!) (1) 
In equation (1), the activity, x, of a cell is driven by excitatory input and inhibitory input 
I. The integration rate of the cell is given by parameter o:. Parameters 'f and c determine 
whether the cell responds to its inputs additively b = c = 0) or whether they are shunted. 
In the case of shunting input, the parameters P'r- 1 and -oc 1 determine the maximal 
and minimal activity levels of the cell, respectively. Shunting automatically gain-controls 
cell responses to the inputs. Cell activity then tends to compute a vYeber-law rnodulatecl 
contrast ratio of the inputs (Grossberg, 1980, 1983). 
Each cell activity is denoted by a variable whose letter indicates the type of cell (e.g., 
transient, short-range filter. etc.) and whose subscript indicates the cell's spatial position. 
Superscripts denote directional tunings and scales. Thus, fi)·' denotes the activity of a 
short-range filter of directional preference d, scale s, located at spatial position (i,j). 
l\otation [:1:]+ = max (:c, 0) denotes half-wave rectification and [:c]' = [:r- t]+ half-wave 
rectification with thrco;hold at t. Notation 11511 indicates the size of a set 5. 
In all simulations, 16 clirectiom and 4 scales were used. All inputs moved at a sing;le 
constant. speed. Equations were numerically integrated using Euler's method with a time 
step of 0.01 .. In all cases, the same parameter set was used. Simulations varied only in 
their size and input. 
Within each direction, the network is functionally identical to the speed-sensitive model 
described in Chey et rd. (1994) and so retains all the speed-tuning characteristics of that 
model. Figure 19 depicts all t.he model operations. 
Level 0: Input. Stimulus forms with prescribed luminances moving at. different speeds 
generate model inputs. See below for details. 
Figure 19 
Level 1: Transient Cell Network. 
Change-Sensitive Receptors. The activity a;1 of change-sensitive receptors responds 
with a pulse of fixed duration (scaled to equal 1) and amplitude I) to luminance variations 
of contrast 7) within their receptive fields. In simulations involving single moving lines, 
only ON responses to luminance increments are considered: 
(ION = { 0 if ( i - i;JN) ::0: 1 
''
1 11 if 0 < ( i -ioN) < 1 (2) 
where toN is the most recent time at which luminance increased within the receptive field 
of the cell. In the plaid simulations, OFF responses to luminance decrements are also 
simulated: 
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OFF _ { 0 if ( t - iOFF) :0: 1 
a,i - T) if 0 < ( t - to FF) < 1 ' (3) 
where ioF'F is the most recent onset time of a luminance decrement. 
Transient Cells. Transient cell activities b,i perform spatial and time averaging of 
receptor responses over a fixed size spatial kernel: 
(4) 
where set B,i consists of 10 adjacent change-sensitive receptor pos1t10ns. Sets B,i are 
defined so that each transient cell draws from a non-overlapping set of receptors. Transient 
cell activity is shunted: its response rate increases with total receptor activity in set B,1 , 
but its amplitude is bounded by 1. 
Directional Internenrons. Directional interneuron activity cfi time-averages tran-
sient cell output (Figure 19). Each interneuron helps to create directional transient signals 
and so is assigned a direction d: 
ric1j , [ o + 
-
1
- = -Cij-,- b,i- 10 cu] . 
ct 
(5) 
Each interneuron recciws excitatory input. b,1 , from a transient cell and inhibitory input, 
cf1 , from an adjacent inhibitory interneuron. The coordinates (I, .J) are offset by one unit 
from (i,j) in direction d. l'vlutual competition between interneurons prevents a directional 
interneuron of oppoc;ite direction from inhibiting directional transient cells of the correct 
direction at high speeds. The inhibitory input to an interneuron is therefore given by cy1 . 
where D is the opposite direction from r1 given by ((d + 8) mod 16). Inhibition is set to 
be stronger than excitation in ( 5). 
Directional Transient Cells. Directional transient cell activities ei, with direction cl 
receive excitatory input b;j from transient cells, which is vetoed by directional interneuron 
activity cf1 : 
ded 
'.1 10 ( d ' bd l(J[ D J+) dt = -Cij T ij - CI.J · (6) 
Level 2: Short-Range Filters. Short-range spatial filter activity ft/ performs space 
and time averaging of directional transient cell responses. Each filter has a scale s, which 
determines receptive field size, and a direction d, which determines receptive field orienta-
tion and the directionally selective transient cells that activate it: 
df/Ji =10(--rd+ '\"' e'd) It '1 L I.J . 
(,, (l,J)EF'1~rl 
(1) 
Set F;jd includes 2.s + 1 receptors aligned in the orientation coincident with direction d and 
centered around position (i, j ). Each short-range filter output is thresholded by an amount 
that. increases linearly with filter size before being spatially blurred. The output. is given 
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by: 
gi~' = L e-(i-I)'-(i-J)' [Jfj] ¥ · (8) 
(I J)EG" 
• 'J 
Set C1i contains five filters offset by distances ranging from -2 to 2 around position (i,j) 
in direction d. This short-range Gaussian f-ilter reduces incomplete activation of spatial 
competitive kernels in the next stc1ge. 
Level 3: Competition Network. 
Intra-Scale Competition. The activity of an intra-scale competitive cell h1J is de-
termined by a feedforward center-surround competition with nearby short-range filters: 
(9) 
Set Ei~ defines the spatial locations that form the excitatory kernel of the cell. It includes 
5 thresholded short-range filters offset from position (i,j) by -2 to 2 in direction d. Set I;~ 
defines the inhibitory kernel, which includes 6 filters offset by distances ranging from -5 to 
-3 and 3 to 5 in direction d. 
Inter-Scale Competition. The inter-scale competition activity /<' refines speed 
tuning using a shunting equation. Excitatory input at scale s is given by the rectified 
activity [h;tj]+ of an intra-scale competitive cell of the same direction and scale raised to a 
po11·cr. Inhibitory input sum;o the rectified activities of all other scales raised to the same 
pm1·cr: 
dkij' = -/.:":'-\- (1- k'L') (lhd'J+):l- (1 ' k:d')Ltt, (lhi~J+t 
dt <] 'J ,, T ,, II { t /c s} II ( 1 ()) 
The power function sharpens the tuning of each cell. 
Inter-Directional Cornpetition. The inter-directional competition activity z:j' oc-
curs at each position across direction. Excitatory input comes from the like-directional 
inter-scale competitive cell and inhibitory input from all other directions across all scales 
weighted by their mutual distance in directional space; namely, 
dld:' ( 1 . ) 
-'
1 
= 10 -l'L -1- 10[1.:'1']+- --l'L ,~ '\' I D- d I [kD'J+ . dt ,, 'J 10 'J L.., L.., <] 
Dfd t 
(11) 
The shunting of inhibitory input to these cells ensures that relative activities across scales 
are maintained (Grossberg, 1980). 
Level 4: Long-Range Filter. Long;-range filter activity mf;' space and time averages 
inter-directional competitive cell outputs within an elongated, directional receptive field. 
It also receives inhibitory feedback from long-range directional grouping cells that choose 
among the competing filter directions: 
1 do "' [ld., J+ ( rn i-· d, L(:c,y)E.Hd ·xy 
--
1 
= -rn.:~ + 'J 
dt '' II Mi) II - 3(1 -1- mi
1J) I: [oD]+ 
Dfd 
(12) 
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Set lvi;) contains 11 cells offset by distances from -5 to 5 in direction d from position 
(i,j). In related applications, the long-range filter is assumed to have a Gaussian profile 
(Grossberg and Rudel, 1992), which is omitted here for computational simplicity. 
Level 5: Directional Grouping and Priming. Each grouping cell activity n1i sums 
activity from long-range filters and competes with other grouping cells to select a winning 
direction, which is then used to select consistent long-range filter activities. Each such cell 
sums filter activities over a wide spatial range, a small range of directions, and all scales: 
dnfi 1 ( . d d d L [ D +) 
-=- -n··+(1-n)ilf .. -10 n] dt 5 ~J I) - !J l) ) 
D# 
(13) 
where the excitatory input is given by: 
1\fd = L(l,J)EO,, Lo L X(l d- D I)W(I D I) ([mfJJ+) 2 
- '' IIO,j II (14) 
Function X selects the range of directions over which the grouping cell summrues. It is set 
equal to l for ld-DI = 0, ~for ld-DI = 1, and 0 otherwise. Set O,i determines the domain 
of spatial averaging. In most simulation:s, it is set large enough to cover the entire image. 
The activity rn?J of each long-range filter cell that excites a grouping cell is rectified and 
raised to the power :2. Every grouping cell competes with every other grouping cell at the 
same spatial position. Shunting ensures that each cell's activity can never grow above 1. 
This limits the total possible feedback strength and ensures that feedback strength cannot 
bccon1e excessively large. 
Term W(D) controls the acbptation level of the long-range filter cell that signals mo-
tion in direction. Adaptation occurs from sustained activation of long·-range filters with 
directional preference over a long time period. It reduces W(D), where D is the winning 
grouping cell direction. Term w(D) is initially set to 1 for all directions. To simulate 
adaptation, W(D) is set to a fractional value. To find the value at which incoherent motion 
is li.rst observed, w(D) is initially set to one, then reduced by decrements of 0.05 until 
incoherent motion is observed; that is, until no winning direction is established at the 
grouping cells. 
Line Inputs. Inputs consist of a temporal sequence of luminance patterns. Any 
change of luminance in these patterns from one time unit to the next triggers change--
sensitive receptor activity. Three types of inputs were simulated: lines, lines moving 
behind apertures, and plaids. Sirnulations of moving lines specify a line length, orientation 
and speed. Lines move horizontally with speeds adjusted so that the horizontal component 
of line motion is the same. The line moves for a fixed time. An image array sufficiently 
large to contain the line at its start and end position is chosen. 
To project a continuous line onto a two-dimensional grid of pixels, certain sampling 
problems must be faced, since in a regular two-dimensional Cartesian grid vertically and 
horizontally oriented short-range filters are not the same length as diagonally oriented 
filters. To overcome this problem, simulations calculated transient cell responses at offsets 
from short-range filter positions to ensure that all filters of the same scale were of the same 
size. Since this results in a large number of transient cells. simulations were simpliii.ed to 
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reduce processing time. 
Transient cell responses were pre-calculated for each simulation, since their responses 
can be determined ahead of time from input speed. These responses are used to determine 
transient cell responses based on the time since the leading edge (for 0 N responses) or 
trailing edge (for OFF responses) of an input passed a given image loc;ttion. These times 
are easily calculated from the lines' starting position, speed and orientation. Line simu-
lations utilized only ON responses and continued for 4 time units. Line directions were 
sampled at time step 3 as described below. Four line orientations were used: 22.5, 45, 61.5 
and 90 degrees from horizontal and three line lengths: 5, 13, and 26 units. 
Lines Behind Aperture Inputs. Barberpole simulations used a line moving behind 
an aperture. Line terminators were never present in the image. The line started in the top 
left hand corner of the image and moved until it exited the bottom right hand corner. To 
simulate diagonal barberpole motion, the grouping cells spanned the length of the moving 
line. In any simulation in which grouping cells span the entire image, the activity of single 
grouping cell was calculated for each directional preference and used to reflect network 
activity, 
Plaid Inputs. Plaid inputs were formed from two overlapping component lines. Line 
speeds were chosen so that, re.sardlc'ss of component orientations, the plaid moved horizon-· 
tally at a given speed. A complete plaid simulation input is shown in Figure 13, including 
responses of 0:\ and OFF directional transient cells calculated in the same way as for line 
inputs. The quantitative plaid simulations usee! only the 0~ plaid responses to the leading 
edge of a plaid to reduce processing time. 
Three different relative component orientations were utilized when simulating coherent 
and incoherent plaid motion: 22.5, 45 and 67.5 degrees from horizontal. For each com-
ponent orientation, a series of simulations were nm in which w(D) was altered, where D 
designates rightward motion. These sinmlations started with 'll (D) at 1, at. which all plaids 
moved coherently, and reduced it by units of .05 until incoherent motion was observed. 
Changes in plaid component contrasts were simulated by altering receptor response 
magnitudes in the same way as was clone for the one-dimensional simulations. These simu-
lations assumed a base level of luminance, corresponding to receptor response magnitude, 
and then calc:ulated a set. of response magnitudes that corresponded to the simulated se-
ries of contrast ratios. These ratios ranged from 2°· 5 to 23 ·5 . For each contrast ratio, a 
simulation was run and an image direction sampled at time unit 1.5. 
Outputs. Energy is defined at each location within each direction by summing the 
long-range filter outputs from equation (12) as follows: 
(15) 
and then summing these responses across all directions: 
(16) 
The speed measure s11 is derived from the long-range filter outputs within each direction 
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and position: 
" ds d L,sES mij S 
s . = --=-..,..-'"-
') 1 d Y;; 
26 
(17) 
In order to interpret motion signals as vectors, speed measures are combined over 
different directions. For each direction, a motion vector is defined as the vector extended 
in that direction with a magnitude equal to the speed measure: 
d ( d d d . d) vij = sij cos 1 sij s1n . (18) 
The sum of these vectors is the perceived motion at that location: 
Vij = L v~j. (19) 
d 
To determine perceived direction and/or speed of a moving object, a weighted average 
of motion vectors was taken across the image. Outputs were eliminated from positions 
whose total energy across all scales and directions was less than some threshold (set to 1 
in all simulations): 
' - { (0,0) if (JJij < 1) 
u,, -- Vij if (JJij ::0: 1 . (20) 
The motion values W,j wen• then multiplied by the energy Yii, summed across position, 





was used to measure object speed and direction, as in Figure 10. 
Paran1eters. 
In a neural model such as ours, model complexity is determined by the number of 
processes (as in Figure 4), not by the number of parameters. In addition, model parameters 
do not just fit prescribed form-factors. Rather, data are derived as emergent properties of 
network interactions. Finally, one needs to assess how many data may be rationalized by 
a single set of processes. This being said, in equations (2) and (3 ), one parameter scales 
input amplitude. In the dynamical equations ( 4 )-(14 ), most baseline processing rates were 
chosen equal to 1 for simplicity. All fast rates were chosen equal to 10, again for simplicity, 
since our goal herein was qualitative rather than quantitative data fits. The slower mte 
of directional grouping ancl priming in (13) was set to 1/5. There is a total of 11 non-
unity parameters in these equations. In addition, 7 parameters determine the sizes of the 
receptive fields, and there were 16 directions and4 sc:ales. These parameters are robust just 
so long as reasonable relative sizes are observed; e.g., long-range filters have larger scales 
than short-range filters. !\lost of the directions were not critical in fitting the data curves. 
They illustrate how the model solves the aperture problem. Using these parameters, 33 
data points were fit in Figures 2, 16, 17, and 18. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 9-15 simulated many 
hundreds of data points to describe the speed-sensitive tuning curves at the various model 
stages, and the temporal eYolution of the motion capture process over entire vector fields 
of motion direction and speed vectors in response to Yisual forms moving through time 
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under various experimental conditions. The same processes have also been used to explain 
many other motion data sets, as reviewed in the Discussion. 
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Figure 1. Feature tracking and motion capture: Often only a small subset of image 
features (e.g. lines ends) generate unambiguous motion direction signals clue to aperture 
ambiguity and image or detector noise. vVe model how these unambiguous locations gen-
erate feature tracking signals that are used to capture ambiguous signals. (a) moving line; 
(b) barberpole illusion. 
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Figure 2. Effect:; of line length and orientation on perceived speed of horizontally moving 
lines. Relative perceived speed for three different line orientations and lengths are shown 
as percentages of the perceived speed of a vertical line of the same length. Figure (a) 
shows data from Castet et al. (1993, p. 1925 ). Each data line corresponds to a different 
line length (0.21, 0.88 and 1.76 degrees). The horizontal axis shows the ratio of the speed 
normal to the line's orientation relative to the actual translation speed. The three data 
points for each line length correspond to line angles of 60, 45 and 30 degrees from vertical 
respectively. The horizontal clotted line indicates a veridical speed perception, results 
below this line indicate a bias towards the perception of slower speeds. Figure (b) shows 
simulation results, also for three lengths and orientations. In both cases, perceived relative 
speed decreases with line length, and angle from vertical. Simulated lines use slightly 
different orientations than in the experiments so that the simulated input conforms to the 
Cartesian grid. 
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Figure 3. (a) In Type 2 plaids, the IOC solution lies outside the arc formed by the 
directions normal to the components. In (b) the IOC solution predicts motion upwards 
whereas the vector sum of the component directions lies between the directions of the two 
components. 
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Figure 4. Model processing stages. See text for details. 
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Figure 5. I\laximal respmN; of l.-D model cells to a range of simulated speeds. For lewis 
where there are multiple spatial scales at each posil'ion, activities from different scales 
arc shown as different curves superimposed on the smne plot. The 0maller scales tend to 
rcsponcllcss vigorously to fast speeds. See text for details. 
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Figure 6_ Simulated responses to moving tilted line_ Line length in each direction codes 
the activity level of the maximally active directionally tuned scale at that location. Am-
biguous fi.lter activation occurs in the line interior and unambiguous responses at the line 
ends after thresholding in (c). 
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Figure 7. Simulations of long-range filtering: (a) shows maximal activities from each 
scale after long-range filtering. Filtering enhances activity at feature points relative to 
ambiguous motion signals. The ambiguous motion signals are relatively uniform along the 
length of the line. (b) shows the same activities interpreted as motion vectors. 
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Figure 8. Long-range directional grouping and feedback in which each grouping cell 
nonspecifically inhibits all long-range filters while exciting cells with the same directional 
preference. 
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Figure 9. J\laximal actlVltlCS acr·oss all scales of the long-range filters during the right-
ward motion of a 45 degree line at three successive times. Ambiguous motion signals are 
eliminated by feedback inhibition from the long-range directional grouping cells. 
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Figure 10. Motion direction and speed of a moving line derived from long-range filter 
activity over time (the same filter activities are shown in Figure 9). The top plot show 
how the perceived direction of a moving line gradually converges to its actual direction of 
motion (0 degrees from horizontal) after starting at a direction almost perpendicular to 
the line's orientation (45 degrees). The bottom plot shows how the perceived speed of the 
line gradually asymptotes over time. 
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Figure 11. Time slices from the movernent of a line behind a rectangular aperture illus-
trating the two phases of motion in the barberpole illusion. Each graphic shows long-ran,g;e 
filter cell activity interpreted as motion vectors. In the first time slice, the line moves 
through the corner region and signals in the line interior indicate motion perpendicular to 
the line's orientation. Feature signals dominate the output near the aperture edges but do 
not dominate the ambiguous motion signals along the rest of the line. In the later time 
slice, motion is captured by feature motion signals in the direction coincident with the long 
axis of the aperture. 
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Figure 12, Perceived direction of lines mm,ing behind a rectangnlar aperture (barberpole 
illnsion) over time. Resultc; are shown from two independent simulations utilizing two 
different line orientations. When the orientation of the line is tilted away from 45 degrees, 
the perceiwcl direction of the line converges more rapidly to the direction coincident with 
the long axis of the aperture. 
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Figure 13. (a) Input luminance, (b) 0\f tran:sient cell, and (c) OFF transient cell re-
sponses for a Type 1 symmetric: plaid whose components are oriented at 45 degrees from 
vertical during rightward movement. 
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Figure 14. Lon,r;-range filter responses combining 0:\ and OFF channels during simulated 
motion of a Type 1 symmetric plaid. Components are aligned at 45 degrees from vertical. 
Filter responses lnwe been magnified to show ambiguous signals clearly. The large feature 
signals do not therefore appear at their true magnitude. Such feature signals are present 
at the four corners where the components intersect. 
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Figure 15, (a) Long-range filter outputs interpreted as motion vectors cluril\!j the coherent 
plaid motion with components oriented at 45 degrees from vertical. Motion signals are 
almost entirely uniform across the pattern, indicating rigid motiorL (b) Long-range filter 
outputs interpreted as motion vectors for a plaid pattern during incoherent motion. The 
two components move independently, The feature points still move horizontally, a common 
perceptual phenomenon when viewing ineolwrently moving plaid patterns, 
















Figure 16. Adaptation levels at which simulated Type 1 symmetric plaids are perceived 
to move incoherently for a range of component angles from horizontal for a horizontally 
moving plaid. Each adaptation level is the ratio of the adapted to non-adapted long-range 
filter outputs. Only the rightward selective filters are adapted. ·when the component angles 
are near horizontaL greater adaptation is required for incoherent motion to be produced. 
This result is consistent with the smaller probability of seeing coherent motion with these 
components. 
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Figure 17. Perceived direction of Type 2 patterns is duration-dependent. At small 
exposure durations, patterns are perceived to move in the vector sum direction. For longer 
durations, the IOC direction dominates. Data in (a) are replotted from Yo and Wilson 
(1992), obtained using components whose normals are at 48.2 and 70.5 degrees from the 
direction of motion (vector sum 55.5 ). Simulated results are shmm in (b), obtained using 
components oriemed at 45 and 67.5 degrees (vector sum direction 56.25 degrees). The 
simulations use slightly different orientations to suit the Cartesian grid underlying the 
simulated input. In both cases component speeds are adjusted so that the IOC prescribed 
direction of motion of the plaid is at 0 degrees. 
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Figure 18. Perceived direction of Type 1 symmetric plaid patterns is dependent on 
component contrasts. Data from Stone et nl. (1990) show bias in perceived direction as a 
function of the contrast ratio between the two components for four different ba:;e contrasts 
(a). Simulation result:; show the same qualitative biases for l\Yo different base contrasts 
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Figure 19. Model rnechanisms. Level 1 consists of change-sensitive units that are tran-
siently activn.t.ed for fixed time intervals by a moving stimulus. Transient cells surn and 
time-average activities from fixed. non-overlapping sets of the change-sensitive units. Di-
rectional interneurons veto responses of directional transient cells to establish early direc .. 
tiona! selectivity. Multiple Level 2 short-range filters at each spatial position draw input 
from a set of directional transient cells, the size of which is determined by the spatial scale 
of the filter. The thresholded outputs of the short-range filters forms input to Level 3 intra-
scale competition across space. Inter-scale competition then takes place between all scales 
at each spatial position. Competition between directions within each scale normalizes ac-
tivity across directions at each location. Level 4 long-range filtering tracks the output of 
the inter-directional competition. Long-range filter outputs are selected through feedback 
frorn Level 5 long~ range clireetiona.l grouping cells. 
